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Abstract 
Peart, P.B. and R.A. Mitchell, On computing the exact value of dispersion of a sequence, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 309-337. 
We introduce a method for computing the exact value of the dispersion of a sequence. Dispersion is a measure 
for the irregularity of distribution of a sequence and plays an important role in the computation of the extreme 
values of a function by quasi Monte Carlo methods. We use the important two-dimensional Hammersley 
sequences to illustrate the applicability of thz method. We obtain an explicit formula for the dispersion of the 
Hammersley sequence with arbitrary radix R, where R is an integer greater than or equal to 2. This is a 
generalization of the result obtained by Pcart (1982) for radix 2. With M = RN, N a positive integer, the 
dispersion d,,., is given by 
viM-2m+l, 
II 
if N is even, 
Md,,.,= \I2q’(M/R)-Zq\IM/R+l, if N is odd and R is odd, 
(2#+2q+l)(M/R)-2(q+l)\Im+l, if N isoddand R iseven, 
where q = [+(R + l)] is the largest integer less than or equal to $ R + 1). 
Keywords: Dispersion; Hammcrslcy sequence; quasi Monte Carlo; optimization. 
1. Introduction 
Dispersion is now a well-known measure for the the irregularity of distribution of a 
sequence. Sequences with small dispersion are required in the computation of the extreme 
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values of a function when quasi Monte Carlo methods are used. The recent paper [l I] will 
provide access to the relevant papers. See also [7,10,12,13]. 
Let {x,, x2,. . ., xN} = G, be a sequence of N points in a bounded subset E of s-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space R”, s >, 1. The dispersioc n,(E) of GN in E is given by 
n,(E) = sup min n(x, xi), 
_r6zE l<I’<N 
where d( - , l ) is the usual Euclidean distance in IL!“. In what follows, we take, without loss of 
generality, E = I-\, the s-dimensional unit cube and we write d,( Is) = d( G,). Since I” is 
compact. we have 
If X1, X2,... is a sequence of points in I”, we define the dispersion in terms of the first N 
points of the sequence. 
It is usually too difficult to find exact values for the dispersion and one has to settle for 
upper bound estimates. See [8,9] for upper and lower bounds for dispersion. In this paper, we 
introduce a method for computing the exact value of the dispersion. In some cases, the method 
may not be practical because of the large number of calculations necessary. However, the 
method can be used for sequences with a small number of points or for sequences with a large 
number of points but having certain properties. For example, in [14] Peart found the exact 
value for the dispersion of the two-dimensional Hammersley sequence of 2N points, where N is 
a positive integer. The need to compute the exact value for the dispersion of a sequence with a 
small number of points could arise, for example, when using mathematical induction to 
establish propositions involving dispersion. 
For the sequence GN = {x,, . . . , xN} in Is, let 
S(i) = (s E I”: d(x, xl) <d(x, x,). k = 1, 2,. . ., IV). (1 1) . 
This means that SW consists of all the points in I” which are closest to Xi when compared to 
the other points of GN. Also, S(i) is a closed polyhedral set with lJ L J(i) = I”. S(i) and S(j) 
have no common interior points when i # j. If we let h(x) = d(x, xi), x E S(i), we see that 
fi(x) is a convex function defined on a corvex set. Therefore, fi(x) attains its maximum at a 
vertex of SW. Therefore, 
The problem of finding the extreme points of SW can be simplified by eliminating the 
redundant inequalities from the set of inequalities ;which define S(i). In this paper, we obtain 
results \’ ‘.ich can be used to identify redundant canstraints in R’. In Section 3, we also 
demonstrate the use of these results in finding the exact value of the dispersion of the 
two-dimensional Hammersley sequence of R’ points with radix R > 2. In Section 2, we find the 
dispersion of the two-dimensional Hammersley sequence of R points. In Section 4, we obtain 
an explicit formula for the dispersion of the two-dimensional Hammersley sequence of RN 
points. where N is a positive integer. In all cases, we identify the vertices of each SW and the 
particular S(i) which yields the maximum in (1.2). 
There are several methods available for finding the vertices of polyhedral sets. For instance, 
see [Ml. The construction of the polyhedral sets in (1.1) is equivalent to the construction of the 
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so-called Voronoi diagram with N sites. See [2] for a full description of Voronoi diagrams. In 
[2, Chapter 131 an efficient algorithm for constructing tile polyhedral sets is described. The 
algorithm constructs the polyhedral sets in O( Iv log NJ time for dimension s G 2, and in 
OUW time, p = @s + 111, the largest integer G i(s + 11, for dimension s 2 3. 
We now turn to the definition of the Hammersley sequences studied in this paper. 
Hammersley sequences are important sequences in solving multivariable problems by quasi 
Monte Carlo methods, and these sequences have received wide attention in the literature. See, 
for example, [3-5,7,14-161. 
The two-dimensional Hammersley sequence of R” points, with radix R > 2 and k a positive 
integer, is the set of points 
I&=((;, $+=O,l,..., R*-1). 
where &.Jl) = Cf=(:@_, _; R’ and I = Cf:t:al’)Ri, at’) E (0, 1,. . . , R - 1). Cf$‘ajr)Ri is the R-adic 
expansion of 1. 
In this paper we study & for arbitrary R > 2. In [14], Peart examined & with R = 2 and 
k 2 1. 
It is more convenient to determine the dispersion d( A,) of A, in i2 = R”I 2, where 
Ak = RkHk. The dispersions d( Hk) of Hk in Z2 and d( A,) are related by 
d( H,) = R-“d( Ak). 
In what follows, we take S, = (0, 1,. . . , R - 1). 
2. The dispersion of H, 
For the case k = 1, A, is given by A, = {(i, i): i E S,}. However, we shall compute the 
dispersion of the set 
A,(& j) = i, jESR. 
The associated convex sets S(n), n E S,, are given by . . . . 
S(n)= ( (x,y)Ej2:2 I++-n-i x+2 l+i-n-i y ( 1 ( 1 
++$(n+~~+(l+$(n+$lES~). 
NOW, (I - n)x + (I- n)y < (I- n)( I+ n + Kij), for each I E S,, where Rij = (i + j)/R implies 
that 
(i) x +Y < I + n + Rij for I > n + 1, and 
(ii) x+y>l+n+Rij for I<n-1. Hence 
S(n) = ((x, y) Ei?: 2n - l+Rij<x+y<2n+l+R,i>, l<n<R-2, 
S(0) = {(Xv Y) Ef2: X +J’G 1 +Rij}, 
S(R-I)={(x, Y)E~~: x+y>2R-3+Rijje 
(2 0) . 
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Table 2.1 
Extreme points of SOI 1 
0 (O,O), ( 1 + R,,v 01, (0, 1 + Rij) 
N= 1, R=2 (l+ R,,, 0). (0. I+ Rlj), (Rv O), (0, RI, (R, RI 
l<n<k* (2r~ - 1 + R,,. 0). (0,2n - 1 + R;j), (2rt + 1 + Ri,, O), (0,2n + 1 + R,j) 
R>:,iz=k*-1 (2~ - 1 + R,,, Oh (0% 2n - 1 + R,,), (R, Oh (0, R), (Ri, - 1, R). (R, R;, - l), R,j 2 1 
R-Z>,nak*+l (2n - 1 i- R,, ~R,R~,~R,2n~l+R~,~2k*~l+R,~,O~,~0,2k*~l+R;,~,~R,O~, 
(O~R)~(2k*+l+R~~-R~R)~(R,2k*+l+R~,-R)~R,~~l 
IZ= k* (R,, - 1, R),!R. R,, - I), (2k* + 1 + R,j - R, R), (R. 2k* + 1 + R;i - RI, R;j 2 1, R even 
(2k * -I+ R,,.OI+(0,2k* -l+ R;j)q(R,O),(O, R),(R;,, R),(R, R;,). R Odd 
(2n + 1-f R,, - R, R), (R, 2n + 1 + Rij - RI, provided R is even when n = k * + 1 
n=R-l (R+ R,,-3, RX(R, Rt R;j_3)v(R, R) 
k * = [$R] and [x] is the greatest integer G x. This table was constructed using (2.0). 
First we shall consider the case where Rj, < 1, if k * - 1 G n d k *, R >, 3. Define the 
function fii by 
fij(n) = max iI(x, 1’) - (X,,, Yn) II7 (X9 Y) Es(n)v 






(i) fijOz) = 




- (0, 2~ + 1 + Rij) , 
II 
if i > j, 
= (t2 + 1 + S)‘+ (II + S)‘, 6 = min(i, j), 
whereO<tz<k*-1, . 





-(2n-l+Rij-R, R) , 
/I 
if i<j, 
(iii) I”,#) = 
if i>j, 
(2 1) . 
(2 2) . 
= (n + S - (R + l))‘+ (n + 6 -R)‘, 
where k* gn CR- 1. 
(2 3) . 
We note that f&Cd is an increasing function in n for 0 sg n G k * - 1 and a decreasing 
function in tz for k * + 1 G n < R - 1. Consequently, we have the next result. 




fij(n) = fij(k *)* 
Proof. It is easy to see that &j(k* - 1) ,<f;ij(k*) G fij(k* + 1). 
Nowif Rij>l,when k*-l<nnk*,wehave . 
k*-l+$k*- 1 + f ) - (R, O)ll, if i<j, 
(iv) fij(k* - 1) = . . 
k*-l+;,k*-l+; if i > j, 
and 
(‘) fijCk*) = 
if R is even, while 
If k*+;, k” + ~) - (R, Rij- l)//, if i<j,  \ 
IIt 
. 
k*++,k*‘+ .) -(Rij-l, R)Il, if i>j, 
I 
if R is odd. In this case, we have 
fijCk*) <fij(k* - 1). q 
We now state and prove a result which shall be needed in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 
hij(x, Y) = o<~~~_l II(Xn, Yn) - (X7 Y) 11, . . 
where (x,,, y,) = (n -I- i/R, n + j/R); then 
hij(xy Y) G ho K- ,(R, O), . 
for all (x, y ) E i2. 
Proof. From (2.4)--(2.6) and Remark 2.0, we have 
(2 4) . 
(2.5) 
(2 6) . 
SUP hij(x, Y) = 
hij(R, O), i <j, 
(x,ybs2 hij(O, R), i >j. 
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ForR,j<l,when k*-lon<k*,wehave 
hij(R, 0) =hj(k*) ~ 
1 
&+,(k*) =h,,,-,(R, O), i ~j, 
f,- ,.o(k*) = h,,:x- ,(RY O)* i>j. 
Similarly, for Rij > 1, when k * - 1 G n G k *, one shows that 
hii(R, 0) =fij(k” - l)<h,,K_,(R, 0). 0 . 




Proof. Let Rij = 0; then Rd( H,) =f(k *). SO, 
Rd( H,) = [(k* -R)‘+ k*zlI/‘, 
from which the result follows. 0 
3. The dispersion of If2 
To establish the formula for d( H,), we determine the convex sets S(i). We use basic rLsults 
from convexity theory, in R’, to do this. Throughout, we shall adopt the following notations. 
Let Y C_ Iw’; then we denot; 
(i) the boundary of %/ by a%, 
(ii) the interior of % by PO, 
(iii) the exterior of Y by VT 
(iv) the complement of SY by gc, 
(v) the number of elements of Z by card(g). 
We shall also take $ = (0, 1,. . . , R” - l}, where R 2 2 is an integer. We denote the empty 
set by 8. We shall need the following. 
Preiimirzary results 
Let J be a finite index set and for each j EJ, let Xj be a closed half space in IF!‘. Also let 
s,,= n X;#0. 
jEJ 
We now introduce the following notions. 
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Definition 3.1. (i) The set of indices C, c J is said to be a stable choice if 
S,= n Xj. 
j=C;, 
(ii) Let (Ca: (Y E P) be the set of all stable choices. A stable choice Co is said to be minimal 
if Co c Ccl for each ar E P. 
(iii) The set 4 = T,, n aXj, if nonvacuous, is called a vertex or an extreme point of To, if 4 is 
a singleton, i.e., card{Fi} = 1, otherwise it is called a face of T,, Hereafter, we shall denote the 
closed line segment, with end points x and y in R*, by 
L[x, y] = (v: 0 = Ax + (1 - A)y, A E [o, 11). 
Definition 3.2. The half-space Xi is said to be redundant, “relative to To”, if j E J\C,,. We shall 
in the future omit the phrase in quotes. 
Proposition 3.3. Let 5 = T,! n 3Xj be a face of S,,. If for some k E J and x, y E R*, x f y, 
L[x, Y] cfpax,, 
then Xj E Xk, i.e., j = k. 
Proof. Let kEJ and x, yG3*, xfy, and L[x, y]cqnaXk; then 
L[~,y]caX~naXk 3 aXj=~X~ * j=k. •I 
Proposition 3.4. Let k E J\ Co; then Fk = S,, n aXk is not a face of S,,. 
Proof. Let k E J\C,, and Fk = S,, n aX, be a face of S,,. Then there exist x, y with x + y in Fk 
such that 
L[x, y] c&, 
which means 
L[x, Y] c n xj nax,. ( 1 iEG 
Hence, L[ x, y] cXi for each j E C,,. Suppose L[ x, y] sX~ for each j E C,,. Then 
L[x, y] Gs;;Gx;) = L[x, y] Gax,. 
Thus for some j E Co, 
L[~,y]~aX~naXk * aXj=aXk j j=k+), 
contradicting the fact that k E C,,. •I 
It is now clear that Xi is redundant if its boundary aXj meets S,, in at most one point. Let 
S,,(p) = {x E R*: 11 x -xg 11 <p} be the closed ball in lR* with centre xg and radius p. 
Remark 3.5. Every boundary point of a ball is an extreme point. 
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Proposition 3.6. S,, c S,,( p) E Xi e Xi is redundant. 
Proof. Let So(p) GXj and L[u, UI G&p) n axj. Then 
l&ES:;(p) j U EXi(l * U EaXj, 
that is. 
14 E ax, - u 4 S::( p) * u E 3S,,( p)- 
Hence, 
L[U, I?] cStl(P)n3Xj a L[U, 01 CaS,,(P) * L[U, 01 =(U)- 
This completes the proof. 0 
CuroIIa~ 3.7. Xi is redundant if 
p < inf{ 11 rr’ --xuil: x Ex;). 
Proof. Let u E S:;(p) and p < inf( 11 x -x,, 11: x E Xi”}. Then 
II 4, 
11 u - xg II <p, and for all x E Xi’, 
-X II 3 P. SO u E X,?. Hence u E Xj. SO S,!!C ~1 s Xi. Since Xi is closed, S& ~1 CXj. The 
result follows by invoking Proposition 3.6. q 
We shall use the above results to determine the sets S(i), i E &. 
The dispersion of A, 
We will recall that 
df A,) = max max . _ ;&, (.r.y)ES(i) Il(-q, YJ - (x, Y)II, 
where 
S(i) = ((x, y)Ei’: 2(Xj_Xj)X+2(Y,-Yi)Y <Xf-xf+Yf-Yf, jEiz}- (3 0) l 
For convenience, since the points of A, are 
((k +nR, kR+n): (n. k)E$ Xs,}, 
we shall denote S(i) by S(k, n). From (3.0), we find that 
S(k, n) = ((x, y) d2: 2[i -k+(j-n)R]x+2[j-n+(i-k)R]y 
Q (i + jR)’ - (k + nR)’ + (iR + j)’ - (kR + n)‘, (i, j) E if>. 
In what follows, we shall show that J,, GJ = S, x Sl = S:, defined by 
J”=((i,j)EJ:k-l<i<k+l,n-l<j<n+l), 
is a stable choice relative to S(k, n). 
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Definition 3.8. We shall refer to 
X;j={(~, Y)Ei2Z (X-X~~)2+(Y-y~,~)2~(X-_Xij)2+(Y-_Y;j)2) 
as the sub-half-space determined by (i, j) EJ, relative to S(k, n), where 
xij =i+jR, yij=iR+j. 
Let Z3i,J p) be an open ball with centre (xkn, yk,l ) and radius p, containing S( k, n). We have 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. The sub-half-space Xii is redundant relative to S( k, n) if 
P G +Il(xij9 Yij) - (xkn9 Y/(,1) II. 
Proof. Let Z = ( Il(x,,, ykn) - (x, y) II: (x, y) EXF). For each Lx, y) EXG, we have 
Il(x, Y) - (xij9 Yij) II G Il(x7 Y) - (Xk,l9 Ykn)ll. 
so, 
2 ll(X, Y) - (Xk,*9 Ykn)ll 2 Il(x9 Y) - (xij, Yij)ll + ll(x, Y) - (Xkr2y YkH)ll 
Z Il(x,,9 Ykn) - (xij, Yij) 11. 
l .* 2 inf( 2) > II ( Xkn, Ykn) - ( xij, Yij) II 2 2P7 
and hence the result follows by invoking Corollary 3.7. 0 
Nowlet F:EX% * Z, be defined by 
F(a, b) = (a + bR)‘+ (aR + b)2. 
Proposition 3.10. F(a, b) 2 (1 - 2R)” + (2 - RJ2 = F(1, -2), provided 
(i) R-laa>l and I-R<b<-2,or 
(ii) I - R < a < -landR-l>b>2, 
where R a 4 and a, b E Z. 
Proof. In case (i), if b = - 2, R - 1 >, a > 1, then 
F(a, b) - F(l, -2) = [a + 1 + (b - 2)R][a - 1 + (b + 2)R] 
+[b+2+(a-l)R][b-2+(a+l)R] 
=[a-l][(a+l)(R’+l)-8~1 20. 
If a=l, 1-R<b< -&then 
F(a, b) - F(L -2)= [b+2][(b-2)(R2+1)+4R] 20. 
Otherwise, a > 2, b < - 3 and 
F(a, b) - F(l, -1) > 0. 
Case (ii) is obtained by observing that F( -a, -b) = F(a, b). 0 
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Proposition 3.11. For (k, nl ES: and any (i, j) Ej= @\J,,, 
F(i, j) = [k - 1 + (n - j)R]' + [n -j + (k - i)R]’ 2 max@’ - gR + 5, 4(R2 + 1)). 
hf. If R < 3, .? = 0. Hence take R 2 4. We shall consider the following cases: 
(i) iakk2, jd,, (ii) i G k - 2, j E s,, 
(iii) i 2 n + 2, i E $, (iv) j<n-2, id,. 
Case (9. If n <j, 
F(i, j)=(k -i)‘(R’+ l)+(R’+ l)(n -j)‘+4R(k -i)(n -j) a4(R2+ 1). 
If n > j, we take a = n -j and 6 = k - i. By Proposition 3.10, we have 
F(i, j)>F(l, -2)=SR’-8R+5. 
Case (ii). If n 2 j, F(i, j) 3 4( R2 + 1). Otherwise, n <j, Taking a = n -j < - 1 and b = k - i 
2 2, by Proposition 3.10, 
F(i, j) >, 5R2 - 8X + 5. 
For cases (iii) and (iv) replacing j and n by i and k, respectively, returns us to cases (i) and (ii). 
0 
Remark 3.12. F(k - 1, n - 1) = F(k + 1, n + 1) = 2(R + 1)2. 
Proposition 3.13. Let J,: = 
(i, j) 4 J& 
J,,\((k - 1, n - l), (k + 1, n + 1)); then F(i, j) > 2CR + 1J2 for 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.11 and Remark 3.12. •J 
Let V= ? and S*( k, n) be defined by 
S*(k, n) = {(x, y) E V: (2k - l)( R2 + 1) + 4nR < 2x + 2Ry 
4 (2k + l)(R’+ 1) + 4nR, 
(2n + 1)( R2 + 1) + 4kR < 2R.r + 2 y 
G (2n + l)( R2 + 1) + 4kR, 
(n-k-l)(R-l)<x-y<(n-k+l)(R-1)). 
Also let f* :S*(k, n) + II3 be defined by 
fYx9 Y) = ll(-& YkJ - (x9 Y)II* 
Take p* = max (X Y)ES+(k ,J*(x, y). Then B&7*), i.e., the closed ball with centre (xkn, y,J 
and radius p *, ‘contains S*(k, n). Let T* : S*(k, n) + s^*(O, 01, s^*<O, 0) = S*(O, 0) with 
V= R2, be defined by 
T*(x, Y) = (x--J&t Y -Y&. 
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We note that 
W-*(x, Y) - T*(u, L’) tl = ll(~ Y) - (u, o)ll. 
Hence, 
p” = max 
(x,y)Es*(o, 0) ll(x, Y) II. 
Now the vertices of S*(O, 0) are 
6) [( R2 + 1)/h, ( R2 + 1)/h], 
(ii) [-CR2 + 1)/h, -(R2 + 1)/h], 
(iii) [-(R2 - 2R - 1)/h, (R2 + 2R - 1)/h], 
(iv) [-(R2 + 2R - 1)/h, (R2 - 2R - 1)/h], 
(v) [(R2 + 2R - 1)/h, -(R2 - 2R - 1)/h], 
(vi) [(R2 - 2R - 1)/h, -(R2 + 2R - 1)/h], 




Let the convex hull of A, be denoted by H(A,); we have the next result. 
Lemma 3.14. If (xkn, y,J E MA,))” nA2, then 
S(k, n) = S(k, n). 
Proof. If R = 3, then J, = 0. So we need only show that the sub-half-spaces determined by 
(0, 0) and (2, 2) are redundant. By Proposition 3.9, it follows that X, and X22 are redundant, 
since 
ll(x 11, hl ) - (~229 ~22)ll = 11(x,,, ~11) - (-Q,,, Y&II = fi(R + I)> ZP*. 
For R = 2, A, n (H(A,))” = (6. For R 2 4, by Propositions 3.9 and 3.13, 1: is the minimal 
stable choice since p* < #(R + 1). This completes the proof. 0 
The points on the boundary of H( A,) are 
(jR, j), (R - 1 +jR, j +R(R - 1)), (j, jR), 
(R(R - 1) +j, R - 1 +jR), jE$. 
For the points 
(i) ( jR, j): j E & the correspondir ,s, minimal stable choices with respect to S(0, j) are 
J,, : - ((0, q, (1, O)), for j = 0, 
J,,=((O, j- 1), (0, j+ l), (1, j- 1), (1, j)), forjE$\(O, R- l), 
J,, = ((0, R - 2), (1, R - 2) (1, R - l)}, for j=R-1, 
(ii) (j, jR): j E $, the corresponding minimal stable choices are 
J;‘, for j = 0, J,‘, for jE$\(O, R-l), J;l, for j=R-1, 
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(iii) (R - 1 + jR, R2 - R + j): j E $, the minimal stable choices are 
J 21 = ([R - 2,0), (R - 2, l), (R - 1, l)), for j = 0, 
&=((R- 1, j- l), (R- 1, j+ l), (R-2, j+ I)], forjdl\(O, R-l), 
Jz3 = ((R - 1, R - 2), (R - 2, R - l)), for j = R - 1, 
and 
(iv) (j + R’ - R, R - 1 + jR): j E $, the minimal stable choices are 
J;‘, for j=O, J& for jE&\(O, R- l), J$, for j=R- 1. u. 
J;; = {( y, x): (x, y) E JubL 
We now state the corresponding S( k, nk 
~(0, 0) = {(x, y) E r^‘: 2Rx + 2y <K’+ 1,2Ry + 2x <R’+ l), 
S(0, j) = ((x, y) E 1’: (2j - l)(R’+ 1) d 2Rx + 2y < (2j + l)( R* + I)], 
forj=l,2 ,.... R-2, 
S(0, R - 1) = ((x, y) E i2: 2Rr + 2y > (2R - 3)(R2 + l), 
2x + 2Ry < R2 -I- 1 -I- 4R(R - l), 
x-y>(R-2)(R-I)], 
S(j, R- i) = ((x, y) d2: (2j- l)( R2 + 1) + 4R(R - 1) < 2x + 2Ry 
G (2j + l)(R’+ 1) + 4R(R - l), 
2Rx -I- 2y 3 (2R - 3)(R* -I- 1) -+- 4R, 
x-y>,(R -2-j)(R-1)), 
for j= 1,2 . . . . . R-2, 
S(R-l,R-l)=((x,y)& 2x+2Ry>,(2R-3)(R2+1)+4R(R-l), 
2Rr + 2y > (2R - 3)(R* + 1) + 4R(R - l)], 
S(j,O)=S(O, j)-’ and S(R- 1, j)=S(j, R- l)-* for jE$. Let 
f(L j) = mm 
(x.ybzSCi,j) 
Il(xij9 Yjj) - (x, Y) II9 











(R’, ;(2j--lXR+l/R)+ R-2),(R2, $(2j+lXR+l/R)+ R-2), j=l,...,R-2 
(R’, R’), (R2, (1/(2RNo(R - 1KR” - 01, ((1/(2R)H2R - 1KR’ -l), R2) 
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Now we need only consider the sets S(0, j) and S( j, R - 1) for j E s^,. Furthermore, we need 
not consider extreme points of these sets which are interior points of f2, as these are extreme 
points of convex sets generated by points of A, in (H( A ,)l! With Table 3.1 we find that 
(0 f(@ i) =[$(R+i)+ir+j2, j=O,l,..., R-2, 
is an increasing function in j, and 
(ii) f(j, R-l)= [R-j]“+ [f+i(R+f)-lr, j=l,..., R-l, 
is a decreasing function in j. Also 
(iii) f(0, R- l)= [RI’+ [R-l]‘. 
Remark 3.15. fc0, R - 1) af(O, j), for i = 0, 1, 2,=..9 R - 1, and fc0, R - l! >f( j, R - I), for 
j=O, l,..., R-l. 
Proposition 3.16. The dispersion of H2 in i2 is given by 
d2R2-2R+l 
Proof. The result follows from Remark 3.15. •I 
Corollary 3.17. Let N = R2; then 
lim N’/2d(H2) = \Tz. 
4. The dispersion of Hk 
we generalize the lemmas of [14] and establish a few new ones. We have 
the behavior of the sequence not only depends on whether k is even or odd 
but also on the radix R 3 2. The dispersion of H, depends on whether R is even or odd. We 
will need the following lemmas. 
In this section 
already seen that 
Lemma 4.1. Let the points of A, be (xi, yi), i E &. The points of AN+2 are 
{( Rxi + kR*+’ +n, Ryi+nR *+‘+k): k, WE&, i&,,,). 
Let aiES1, for each &N\(O). 
Proof. First we note that {ki + kR*+* + n: k, n E $, i E $,} = &+2. Hence it is Sufficient to 
show that 
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Let 
N 










Let p = [ i( N + 111 with [x] the largest integer <x, cy,,# = mRNpp with p,, = c#!+((Y,~) for 
rnE$. We note that if m=RP-q, q=[$R+ l)], then 
P-l__ 1 
Pm = qR 
(q+l)RPI1-1, 
if R is odd, 
if R is even. 
hmma 4.2. Let A& = p,, + , - &. We haL;e the follo~irg : 
(iI Cm =O(mod R)AO<mgRp-R)a O<&<RP-‘-l; 
(ii) (m sj(mod R)AO<~<R~-I) j A/3,=Rp-‘, for O<j<R-2; and 
(iii) (mfO(mod R)d<m<RP-l) = RP-k&,,~RP-l. 
prooP.(i) m=O(mod R)AO<m<RRP-R = m=kR, kEZ,andO,<k<Rp-l-i. Hence 
k = ‘i’aiRi, aiEii, for i=O, l,...,p-2. 
i = 0 
so, 
(yl?l 




Pin = C ap-,-i R’<(R-1) c R’=RP-‘-1. 
i = 0 i = 0 
(ii) ForO<j<R-2,m=j(mod R)r\mdp = m=kR+j,kE7,O~k~RP-‘-l.S0 
we may write . 
7 
P-2 
k=‘c ai+lR’ and kR+j= CaiRi, 
i=O i=O 
where a,, = j. Thus 
(Y,~ = ‘i’aiRN-p+’ P-l and p,,, = C a,_,-iR’. 
i=O i=O 




,RN-P + c QiRN-P+i = c biRN-P+i, 
i = 0 i = 0 
where b,, = a,, + 1 Q R - 1, bi = ai for i = 1, 2, . . . , p - 1. Hence 
P-l P-l 
P I,, + I = Cb 
i=. P-1-i 
R’= C a,,_l_iR’+ RP-’ =p,,, + RP-‘. 
i=O 
So, A&,, = RP- ‘. 
(iii) m f 0 (mod R) * m = j (mod R) A 1 <j < R - 1. As in (ii) we may write 
P-l P-l 
%I = E a RNep+’ and /3,,,= C ap_l_iRi, i 
i=I) i = 0 
with a,, = j, so, 
P-l 




PI,,= ,~oap_l_iRi+a,,Rp~l >a,,RP-’ 3RP-’ 
(4 1) . 
cl (4 2) . 
Coroliary 4.3. If 1 <j < R - 1 a& n2 = j (mod R), where m E ip, then P,,, ajRP- ‘. 
Lemma 4,4. If m E ip, then 
a,,, < XI < %, + 1 3 y,=&,+jRp, with~,=cw,,,+jR~~-~-‘, 
ory,>p,,,+jRP+l, where 1 <j,<R- 1 and CY,,,+~ =RN if m=RP- 1. 
Proof. Let m E gpk Then (Y,,, <x, < a,,,+, = 0 <x, - cy,,, < RNsp. So we may write x1 = cy,,, + 
Xf!=Yr- ‘aiRi, ai E S, for each i with at least one ai = j z 0. We may take 
P-l P-l 
cut,, = c aN_,,,RN-P+i and p,,, = c aN_,_iR’. 
i=O - i = 0 
Hence the expansion of x1 to the base R is 
P-1 N-p-l P-l 
x,= z aN_p+iRN-P+i+ c a.R’= c a.R’ 
I I 
i=O i=O i=O 
and 
N-l N-l 
i = 0 i = 0 
Since at least one ai = j # 0 for 0 < i < N - p - 1, we have y, > p,,, + jRp, with equality only if 
a()=al= ‘*’ =a,+p_z = 0 and aN_p_ l = j and x, = (x,,, + jRNep- *. 
If x~z~Y,,,+~R~-~-‘, then y,>,&+jRp? 0 
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Lemma 4.5. Let n E N and define 3x,, yr) by 
S(-% Yr) = {(x, y) E 92: 2(Xi-X,)X+2(yi-y,)y~X,~-x,Z+y~-y~, ibid} 
r each I E &. Then S(x,, rIl has a point of the type (x, j/R), j E $ and Q G x \< RN, only if 
x,=a, = ndFP with m E Sp. 
f. Let d(a, 




First we show 
(mod RI, then, 
a,< 
Also, 
b)=(x-aq)2+(j/R-r j)?. “To establish this lemma, we need only to show that 
and x1 with x1 # (x, for r E sp there is an s E Z, 0 G s G RP - 2, such that 
Yr) ’ d(%? P,) 
Y,) >d(%,P &+I)- (4 3) . 
that (4.3) holds for x E [0, RN - RP]. Suppose cy, <x G cy,+ 1 and m = 0 
by Lemma 4.2, we have 0 @, G RP-’ and &+1 G 2RP-‘. Hence 
x<am+‘R”-P 3 (x-c~m)‘$ t 
- 2 
+ pm-i ’ 
( ) 
With regard to Lemma 4.4, 
CY,<X,<LY,+, * yl=pm+kRp, k E $, with x1 = (Y, + kRNmP-’ 
or yraPm+kR . gt’ Thus arm~x~cum+l and (Y, <x~<cY,+, and 
m=O (mod R) * d(x/, Y/)2 
Hence (4.3) holds. 
Also, if cy, <x GCX~+~ and m = 0 (mod R) and 
(i) am+1 <xl<aln+2, then Y,bP,n+l +R p, by Lemma 4.4, and d(x,, yr) > (pm + RP-’ + 
RP -j/R)‘, by Lemma 4.2, so (4.3) holds. 
(ii) Similarly, if x1 > CX~+~, y, 2 RP and I x -xl I > RNmp, (4.3) holds. 
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(iii) If (Y,,, _ , <x, < ff,,, then y, 2 &,_, + RP. Since m - 1 f 0 (mod R), by Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.4, y,> RP + Rp-’ and 
d(x,, y,) a RP + RP-’ _t)2~R2P,,(,P-l-~)f(RP-l-$~. 
As R2P > <f + f)RZP >, ($ + l/RZ)R2p, we have (4.3). 
(ivv) If XI <. q,_-, then 1 .Y -xi 1 3 RNsP and as y, 2 RP, d(x,, y,) 2 R2N-2P + (RP - j/Rj2, 
so (4.3) holds. 
Similarly, if cy,,, < x G cu,,, + , and m f 0 (mod R), where 1 d m c RP - 2, then either 
(i) m+l=O(mod R)andp,,,+,gRP-1-1andso~,,+~RN-p~x~~,,+,+RN-P,which 
implies 
( X - %I f I < fR 2N-2p +(Rp-I-(lf;)r, (4 4) . 
or 
(ii) m + 1 f 0 (mod R), hence m 3 i (mod R), l<i<R-2, and so &n+I=&+RP-‘. 






- $ < ;R2N-2P 
2 
111 + I 
. (4 5) . 
Also, a,,, G x G a,,,+ I implies that 
( (J-6) 
Clearly each of the left-hand sides of (4.4) and (4.6) is less than the right-hand side of (4.5). 





d(x,, Y,) 2 P,,, +Rp - ; = &,+Rp-I- f +(R- l)R”-’ 
_I 
2 




Now (R - 1J2R2p/R2 a +Rzp and 2( R - l)( p,,, + Rp- ’ -j/R) > 0, so (4.3) holds as the right- 
hand side of (4.5) is exceeded by db,, yr). 
(ii) If a~,,,+~ <x, <(Y,,+~, then Y, >P,,,+, +R Y If m + 1 = 0 (mod RI, then yI z Rp and 
> #=-2P+ (RP-I- (1 + ;))2, 
for cy,,, + 4RNmp bx <a,,,,_,. For CY,,, QX <a,,, + RNvP, 
j ’ 
d(x,, y,) 2 +RzN- zp + R2p > $RzN-‘” + p,,, - E 
( ) 
, 
so (4.3) holds. 
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If m+ 1 fO(mod R),then P,,t+l = & + RP-’ and y, 2 /3,, + Rp + RP-‘, SO d(x,, yI) >, (J?, 
+ RP + RP- ’ -j/R)’ and (4.3) holds. 
(iii) If xl > a,,+ ?, then 1 x -xi 1 > RNBP alid as y, > RP, dix,, yr) > R’N-‘p + ( RP -j/R!“, 
and (4.3) holds. 
(iv) First we note that for m + 1 f 0 hod R) and iRxsp + qti G-X < a,,+ 1, 
( x-%+A2+ P ( ,~+,-~)l~fR’N’C(Rp-(l+~~~ 
NOW, if CY,~, _ , < X, < CY ,,,, then yl 2 & _ I + RP. In this range 
. 
Recall that (Y,_, <x~<(x,~ =, yI=&_, +kRP with x~=~,_~ +kRNsP-', 1 d O- 1, or 
yt 2 &_ , + kRP+ ‘. So, in the range LY, <x < CY, + +RP, we have 
( -f) 
2 
d(x,, y/) 2 (R - k)‘R2tN-p-“+ kRP 
(4 7) . 
or y,3RPi’ and d(x,, yr) > (Rp+’ -j/R)‘. Hence (4.31 holds. Also if m + 13 0 (mod R), 
(4.31 again holds. 
(vl If x*~(Y,,~-,, then 1 x -xl 1 3 RNwp and as y, 2 RP, d(x,, yr) >, RzNezp + (Rp - j/Rj2. 
So (4.3) holds. 
To conclude the proof we need to show that (4.3) holds for (Y, Q x < RN, m = RP - 1, 
wherever xl # cr, with 0 6 r < RP - 1. In this range of x, 
( x <R’N-2p+(R++;))t 
Ifa,cxl<RN,byLemma4.4, y12&+?P=2RP-19and 
d(x,, y,) 2 R + R ( p [ p-(1+$ 
so (4.3) holds. If a,,, _ I <x, < a,,, and 
(il a,n <x < a,,, + tRNep, then 
(X - a,,1 j2 + < +R i ~N-k+ RI’_ 
\ 
and by Lemma 4.4, either y,=&_,+kRP, l<kkR-1, with x,=a,,_,+kRN-P-l or 
y,>,RP+‘~ so 
, 
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by (4.71, or 
In either case (4.3) holds. 
(ii) CY,, + $R N-p \<x G a,,, + , = RN, then 
1 j 2 (~-a,~)~+ \p,,,- F ,<R2N-2p+ R” 
) 
( -(l+$) 
< R2N-2p + R2P + ( f)‘-2(1+ ;)Rp. 1 + 
For a,,_ 1 c-q < a,,,, either y,=&,_,+kRp with x~=(Y,,,_~+~R~-~-‘, l<kR-1, or 
Y, 2.R P+‘. If k = 1, then 







( I R 
since (R - l)RN-P-’ = (1 - l/RJR N-p 2 iRN-P. In this case (4.3) holds. Otherwise k >/ 2 and 
y, 2 2RP, then 
d(x,, ~1) a R + R ( P ( ~_;))2,,2p++p-!&p+(Rp-+r. 
So (4.3) again holds. Finally if x, < a,,__ , and cy,, G x < R N9 a,,, G x Q RN, we have 1 x -XI 1 > 
RNmP and as y, a RP, 
, 
and (4.3) holds. q 
Corollary 4.6. If N = 2p - 1, p E N, p > 2, then S(x,, yr) has a point of the form (x, j/R) only 
ifx,=a,=mRNBP and m = y(mod R), where Ogy,<qifRiseoenand O<y<q-1 ifRis 
odd,O<x<RN,O<j,<R-1 andO<m<RP-1. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, S(x,, yI) has a point of the form (x, j/R), 0 <x < RN, 0 <j < R - 1, only 
if x, =cy, = MRNAp, where 0 < m < Rp - 1. First we shall show that if R is even and m = T 
(mod R), q + 1 < T G R - 1, there exists, 0 <s G RP - 1, 
s=y (mod r), 0 G y Q 4, and d(qnr P,,) > +.,., P,). (4.8) 
Let r = 0 (mod R) be the greatest integer Q m, 0 d m f Rp-‘. If a,+/ <.x G q+~.+~, 0 d l G 4 
- 1, then 
( X - %+I+ I 
) k 
2+ r+l+ I ,<R 2P-2+ 
i 
,<R 
2P-2+ pr+qRP-I - 










So (4.8) holds with s = r + i + 1. If a,+,, <x < a,+R, 0 <m < RP -R, then 
r+R 
- $)26rl’R’P-‘+(R”-1-l- ;)2, 
by Lemma 4.2. 
In this case (4.8) holds with s = r + R. If aYr+c,+l <x < a,+q+I+ ,, r = RP -R <m < RP - 1, 





2 (I+ 1)2R2p-2 + 
( 
(q + l)RP-’ - 1 - 
. 
+2(1+ l)RP-’ (q+ l)RP-‘- 1- ; 
So, (4.8) holds, since 2(1+ l)Rp-‘((q + l)RP-’ - 1 -j/R) > 0. We now need to show that if R 
is odd, i.e., R = 2q - 123, and M=r (mod R), q<?r<R- 1, there exists s,O<s<RP- 1, 
s = y (mod R), 0 < y \< q - 1, and da!,,, &,,I > d( as, &I. 




<@P-2 &+(q- l)Rp-’ - f 
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and 
( ~-a,,,,~+ (&-;r> (P,+sR”‘- ;j 
&+(q-l)RP-‘- ;)’ 
, . 
+2q &+(q-l)RP-‘- f R"-? ( 1 
Since & + (q - l)RP-’ -j/R > 0, (4.8) holds. If (Y,+~<x<Q,+~ with O<m < RP - R, we 
have 




> (q - 1)2R2p-2 + 
( 
. 
+2(4-l) &+Rp-; RP-'. 1 
So, (4.8) holds. 
Finally, for Rp -R <m < RP-’ and a[r+y <x < Q’,+R, we have 





r+y- 1 R ) 





G tx -ar+~ )‘+ (n-q + l)2R2p-2 + 2(r -q + l)(q - 1)R2p-2 
, 
* 2 
( x-a,,)2+ ( 1 &,- f 
2 




= x-a ( 
r+m)2 + (P, + (q - l)RP-’ - ;)‘+ (n-q + 1)2R2p-2 
. 
+2(vq+l)(q-1)R2p-2+2(vq+1) 
Since 2(7r - q + l)RP-‘( Rp-’ - 1 -j/R) > 0, (4.3) holds. 0 
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Lemma 4.7. For N = 2p, p E N, we haue 
- 2 2 
P 
N-Xi& yi+f >RZN-'p+ Rp+ 
( ) ( 
, 
for each i E iN, 0 < j < R - 1, with equality only if 
Xi = RN-“( RP - 1). (49 . 
proof, If xi = RNvp( RP - l), then yi = RP - 1, SO equality holds. If RP( R” - 1) <Xi < RN, by 




SO (4.9) holds. If RP( RP - 2) <Xi < R”( RP - l), then yi >/ RP and RN -Xi >, Rp, SO 
(RN-Xi~2+ (yi+ _fi)2>Rlrr+ ( ’+ ~)‘. 
Hence (4.9) holds. If xi < Rp( RP - 21, then RN -Xi 2 2RP and (RN -Xi)’ + (Yi +j/Rj2 2 4R2P, 
so (4.9) again holds. q 
Lemma 4.8. For N = 2p - 1, p b 1, p E Z, we haLYe 
- 2 
(R 
N-Xi~2+ ( I y+ 6 ~ 
with equality if xi = RNmP( RP - q). 
Proof. If x, = RNFpC RP -q), then 
if R is odd, 
q2R2N-&’ + (q+ 1)R"-'+ ; - lj2, 
. 
if R is eren , 
Yi = 
if R is odd, 
, if R is even , 
(4.10) 
so equality holds. 
If RN-PC Rp - q) <Xi < R”, then either (i) or (ii) holds. 
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(i) Xi=(Y,n+k,Wherem=Rp-qandl<kgq-l,and 
(R 
N-Xi)2+ =(RN-a,n+k 2+ Pm+k+ 
’ ( 
* 2 
= N RN-a,n)-kRN-P &,+kRP-‘+ L R I 




+qRp-‘--l+-- R RN+RN-qRp-’ >O, 1 so (4.10) holds. If R is even, 
2kR”-’ kRp-‘+(q+l)RP-‘-l+L-RN+RN-qRp-’ 
[ R 1 >O 9 so (4.10) holds. 




~(q-l-1)2R2N-2p+ &,+ 6 -+(I+R)RP-’ 
and(4.10)holdssinceZ+R>qandN-p=p-1. 
Let i%=RP- 1. If ati <Xi < RN, then by Lemma 4.4, yi B Pm + Rp and 




> (q + 1)2R2N-2p + P,, + ’ - R lR”-’ 
< q2R2N-2p + 1 F,, f 
j fnp-! I2 
\ FLK 1 
* 2 
>q2R2N-2p + &, + ; 
( 1 
+ (21s + 212)R2p-2 
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ow, if R is odd, 
. 
(q+l)R”-‘-qRP-‘-t I- $ >O, 
I 
and if R is even, 
. 
21R”-’ (q+l)R”-L-(q+ l)RP-‘+ 1 -6 >o, 1 
and(4.10) holds. if cY,n_/<Xi<cY,_l+1, m=Rp-q, 1 <l<q- 1, then 
lRp- ’ + RP. Hence 
yi>p,,_,+RP=p m- 
> (q - I+ I)RzP-’ pm + (R -l)RP-’ + 
>(R-l+1)2R2p-2+ 
So (4.10) holds since R - I+ 1 > R - q + 2 > q. If am* <Xi < a,,*+ IT m* = R" - R, then 
2 
(R 
N--Xi)2+ a(R- 1)2R2N-2p+ 
SO (4.10) holds as R >, q + 1. If Xi =(Y,~*, then yi = RP-’ - 1 and 
(R 
Now, 
2 CrR = (q - l)‘R2”-2+ 
If R is odd, then R = 2q - 12 3 and 
lr- (q2R2p-2+ (qRp-’ + ; - 1)2) 
4q + l)RP-’ - (2q2 - 2q + 1 + 2(q - l))R”-’ 
so (4.10) holds. 
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If R is even, then R = 2q a 2 and 
(q+1)2RP-I+i_l 2=q2R2P-2+ 
R 1 ! 
! 
. + 2qRP-’ RI’-’ + i - 1 
R 
_ q’R2P-2 - (q+ l)Rp-’ + i - li’ 





2q(q- l)RP-‘+2q 1 - E 
! )i 
>O, 
and (4.10) holds. If &* = RP - 2R, and CY,~*+~ =xi for 0 <I <R - 1, then 
( RN-xiJ2+ 
j ’ ! 1 yi+ F >(2R-1)2R2N-2p+ &,ARP-‘+ x ! 
> (R + 1)2R2p-2 = 
4q2R2p-2, if R is odd, 
(24 + 1)2R2p-2, if R is even, 
SO (4.10) holds. If Q,*+/ <xi < CY,~*+!+ l’, then yi a RP and 
( RN -xi)’ + ( , $~~p+(Rp+f): y- + 
and (4.10) holds. If xi g Q,*, then 1 RN -xi 1 > 2Rp, so (4.10) holds. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Let ii = {(x, y) E [w2: 0 QX, y <RN), for each NE t% For i, j E if,, let g;j : i% + R 
be defined by 
gij(x9 Y) = in((x-x,-;~+(y-y,-~)). 
If for all (x, y) E i;, 
&,dx~ Y) %o(RN, O), 
then for all (x, y) E ii and any i, j E i,, 
gij(xl Y) Gg,),R-,(RN9 O)’ 
Proof. First we note that as (xi, yi) E AN * ( yi, xi) E A NY we have 
gij(x7 Y) = Ell( X-X/- kr+ (Y-Y/m- Ar) =gji(YY x)* 
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i$lso we observed that for 0 G,<X G R” and j/R 6.y <RN, NE N, j f !?,, we have g&, y) = 
g&r, y -j/R). Next we note that by [12, Lemma 2.13, the lem?a is true for N = 1. Now by 
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7 and the convexity of the sets Sk,, y,), I E S,, if 0 <x < RN, 0 < y <j/H, 
there is an m such that (x, y) E S((Y,~, /I$,>, where 
(i) O<pn<RRP-l,if Niseven,or 
(ii) O<m < RP- 1, MS y (mod RI, 0 < y G q, if N is odd, N 2 3. Hence we have g&x, y) 
= (x - a,,,)’ + ( y - @,,,I? Also 
g*j(x9 Y) G (x-a))2 + <g,,(x, y)+ ; - T + c 
RP- 1, if N is even, 
qRp-’ - 1 
(q + l)Rp” 
if N is odd, R odd, 
- 1, if N is odd, R even, 






, if N is even, 
( 
. 
gij(X, J’) < l q2R2N-” + qR”-’ + ’ - 1 
R 1 
2 
, if N is odd, R is odd, 
i 2 
\ 
q2RZNaZp + (q + l)RP-’ + x - 1 
( 1 
, if N is odd, R is even, 
fg{lj( RNy O) Gg(l.R-I(RNy O), 
for all (x, y) E ii. Next, we observe that for i/R GX <RN and 0 <y d RN, 
$ij(x7 Y)=g()j x 
(-i ) 
9 Y l 
So in this range gJx, y) < g a R_ ,( RN, 0). Moreover, for j/R G y G RN and 0 < x < RN, we have , 
gij(xy Y) =gii(Y, x, =g()i Y ( - ;, x) <g,,&RN, 0). 
Finally in the range 0 bx G i/R, 0 <y f j/R, 
g,,(-c Y) = (x-q- ;r+(y-&- ;r< y <g”&RN,O). IJ 
The dispersion of A, 
Finally we prove the next theorem. 
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Theorem 4.10. Let FN : ji + R be defined by 
FN(x, y)= min 
I&, { 
(x -xJ2 + (Y -Y,)‘}. 
Then F,(x, y) G FN( RN, 0) for all (x, y) E fi. 
Proof. By Propositions 2.2 and 3.16, the theorem is true for N = 1, 2. Let us assume that 
F,(x, y) < F,cR1v, O), for all (x, y) E ji. For any (u, V) E ii+2 = {<x, Y) E lR2 :O G U, v G 
RN+*}, we have 
FN+&, U) = min 
1&,+~ 1 
(U -L41)2 + (U - q)*), 
where (u,, v,), I E &+2 are the points of AN+2. 
From Lemma 4.1, if kRN < u <(k + l)R”+’ and nRN < v < bz + l)RN+‘, k, n E $, we have 





- -x,-kRN- z + - -yy,+nRN- E 
R II 
U 
E - kRN, % -nRN 
which is well-defined since 
0<; -kRN<RN, O< v -nRN<RN, 
R 
in the specified range of u, v. By the hypothesis and Lemma 4.9, 
&I+&, V) < R’g,.,- l(RN, 0). 
Hence 
FN+2(U, L’) < R2. 
if N is even, 
if N is odd, R is odd, 
, if N is odd, R is even, 
G FN+2( RN, 0). 
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Thus we have shown 1 
Md( HN) = 
P-6. Peart, R.A. Mitchell / Dispersion of a sequence 
that 
if N isodd, R iseven, 
where 4 = [$( R + 111, M = RN. •I 
if N is even, 
if N is odd, 
Remark 4.11. For each n E N, p = 2n, 
lim M’/‘d( HP) = fi. 
RdX 
Also for each R, 
lim M */‘d( H,,) = a. 
n-x 
Therefore, according to [8, Theorem 21 these sequences have almost minimal dispersion, since 
for any set G, of m points in I’, 
l/Z 
= 0.620403... . 
These sequences attain the best possible order of magnitude. 
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